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Friday the 13th
brings in families
By Ditoria Geddis

Yankees pitcher,
planes captain dies

Staff writer

The fifth annual Fall Family
Weekend is this weekend, starting
with check-in from 5 to 9 p.m. at the
Russell Union Ballroom on Friday.
There will also be a dessert reception
from 7 to 9 p.m. while the registration
process is going on.
According to Vincent Miller, assistant director of orientation and
parent programs, 1,090 guests are
estimated to visit, including students
and parents.
"This function is held by the Office of Parent Programs in conjunction with the Parents Association to
provide an opportunity for parents
to come visit their students," said
Miller.
The parents also get a chance to
meet some of the professors and get to
know them on a more personal basis,
said Chandler.
"The family weekend provides an
opportunity for students and parents
to get a different look at the campus,
especially first year students," said
Emily Chandler, coordinator for the
parents program.
Chandler said that in the past this
event has had about 300 individual
participants.
"During the registration process
for the weekend, the Parents Association takes this time to recruit parents
to be involve in these programs," said
Laura Alford, graduate assistant for
the Office of Orientations and Parent
Programs.
Several universities have had
similar family weekends in the past.
In the early days, Georgia Southern
and other universities hosted a mom's
visit day or mom's day out, and they
would host a separate outing for
students fathers. Those days eventually evolved into what is today called
Family Weekend.
In order to participate in Family
Weekend, parents needed to make
reservations with the Parents Program
office and book a hotel room.

By Steven Swanson
Chicago Tribune

NEWYORK-Asmallfixed-wing
aircraft piloted by a New York Yankees
pitcher slammed into a posh Manhattan residential skyscraper Wednesday
afternoon, leaving at least two people
dead and the city reeling with initial
fears of terrorism over what was determined to be a tragic accident.
Eyewitnesses said the plane
smashed into the north face of the red
brick building, producing a fireball
that engulfed several apartments
around the floor 30 and dropped
debris into the street.
The aircraft, a Cirrus SR 20, carrying an instructorandapilotbelieved to
be Yankees pitcher Cory Lidle, took off
from New Jerseys private Teterboro
Airport, just across the Hudson River
from northern Manhattan, at about
2:30 p.m. The pilot reportedly made
a distress call just before colliding
with the 18-year-old Upper East Side
structure.
Joe Torre, manager of the New
York Yankees, confirmed that the
plane belonged to Lidle, 34, who came
to the Yankees from the Philadelphia
Phillies on July 30. Lidle reportedly
earned his pilot's license about one
year ago.
The aftermath of the crash immediately invoked memories of the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,2001. But,
within 90 minutes ofthe crash, the Department of Homeland Security and
the FBI issued statements describing
the incident as an apparent accident,
not terrorism, in hopes of reassuring
the public.

File photos, Southern Reflector
This photo, reproduced from a 1974 edition of the Southern Reflector yearbook, shows students streaking.

Campus went nude for two days as "students
(carefully) jumped on national streak trend
Editor's note: Georgia Southern
will begin its official centennial
celebration in December. This story
is part of a weekly feature on the
university's history.

By Casey Altman
Staff writer

N earing the end of the
sexual revolution, Georgia Southern College
students stripped themselves of
encumbrances and joined pervasive phenomena that flashed
across college campuses.
After the Ray Steven's song
"The Streak" hit the airwaves and a
naked man streaked at the nationally televised Academy Awards, a
series of streaking parties made an
uninhibited appearance across the
state. Streaking became the fad at
Georgia Tech, the University of
Georgia and GSC, alike.

In "Memoirs of a Peripatetic
Educator," former GSC President
Pope Duncan wrote, "The first
streaker we had was a young man,
who in a state ofundress, somehow
got through the outfield fence
during a baseball game."
David Thompson, assistant
director of marketing and communication, was a freshman living
in Brannen Hall when the first
group-streaking event happened.
It was March 6,1974.
"A friend of ours came to
the door and said, 'You've got to
come out to the Circle, this girl is
up a tree, taking off her clothes,"'
Thompson said.
He and a friend went out to see
what was going on.
"Sure enough, there was this
girl up a tree, and she was clearly
inebriated," Thompson said.
He said there was a crowd of
about 25 or 30 people at the bot-

A student rides a motorcycle nude during a two-day streak fest.

torn ofthe tree watching, when his
attention was diverted to a group
of nude men, with towels wrapped
around their heads, frolicking
across Sweetheart Circle.
"People weren't really shocked,"

said Thompson. "This was the
spring of '74. We were sort of
catching the tail end of the whole
'60s thing where anything went."

INSIDE
Read more about
Yankee Pitcher Cory
Lidle who died in the
crash.

see STREAK, page 4

see PARENTS, page 4

Is it just a cold or is it the flu?

Symptoms

COLD

FLU

Fever

Rare

High(102°-104°);
lasts three-four days

By Jessica Emery

Headache

Rare

Prominent

General aches
and pains

Slight

Usual, often severe

Fatigue, weakness

Quite mild

Can last several
weeks

Exhaustion

Never

Early and prominent

Stuffy nose

Common

Sometimes

Sneezing

Usual

Sometimes

Sore throat

Common

Sometimes

Chest discomfort,
cough

Mild to moderate, Common, can
hacking cough
become severe

Staff writer

Unpacking the winter sweaters
is not the only preparation needed
for the upcoming months. The flu
season is approaching and certain
precautions should be taken.

TODAY

FRIDAY
High: 87 I Low: 57
Mostly sunny

ww.gadaily.com

1 High: 80 1 Low: 49
1 Partly cloudy

Many Georgia Southern students
are already sniffling and sneezing,
most likely caused by the common cold, helped along by the lack
of sleep and stress of midterms.
Without mothers around to check
on temperatures and runny noses,
college students must take it upon
themselves to make sure they won't
get the flu or cold.
Many of the symptoms of the
common cold and the influenza
virus overlap. Carol Turknett, Reg-

SATURDAY

istered nurse at Health Services said
there are ways to tell which is which.
Although a runny nose is common
with the cold, it can also be present
with the flu, and the same goes for
sneezing. However, it is rare to have
a fever with a cold and is a standard
symptom for the influenza virus.
"With the flu, the fever will be 102
degrees or higher and it hits you like
a bomb," said Turknett. Headaches

SUNDAY

1 High: 79 1 Low: 45
■MM Mostly sunny

■i High: 79 1 Low: 58
1 Partly cloudy

Established 1927. The I
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FALL CLEANING
Impress your parents with a spotless apartment
or dorm this weekend. Don't wait for spring,
clean your space now. BOTTOM LINE, p.8
Covering the campus like a swarm of gnats.
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Southern students 'Sprint for Wellness'
GSU News Service

In this file photo, runners line up for the 5k race on campus last year.

On your mark, get set, go! Mark
your calendar for "Southern Sprint for
Wellness" 5K Fun Run/Walk Saturday,
Oct. 21.
CRI is hosting the eight annual
race that was formerly called, "Hoofin
for Habit."
According to Fitness Director
Julie Kuykendall, the 5K race allows
the Georgia Southern University and
Statesboro community to participate
in a fitness event.
"Last year we had around 200 participants and about half of them chose
to walk the race. There's definitely a nice
mix of runners and walkers who come
out for the event," said Kuykendall.
So, how far is a 5K? According to
Associate Director of Fitness and Facilities Angie Frederick, a 5K race covers

the distance of 3.1 miles.
The course will begin at the RAC
Pavilion located on Old Register Road,
next to the RAC Multiplex Fields. From
there, the course will loop around
sweetheart circle and finish up again
at the RAC Pavilion.
"We are hoping participants will
kick off their homecoming weekend
by getting some exercise before heading out to other campus events" said
Frederick.
"Five years ago, I ran this event
and it was my first race. Now, I run
three 5K races a year. I discovered I
had a competitive side and love the
cheering and encouraging shouts as
I .cross the finish line," said student
Anna Champion.
The 5K Fun Run/Walk has something for everyone. The quarter mile
Kiddie Run begins at 8:30 a.m., fol-

lowed by the 5K Fun Run/Walk at 9
a.m. "Bring your pet, too, for some
exercise," said Kuykendall.
The entry fee for the 5k Fun Run/
Walk is $15 for those who register by
Oct. 13. The fee then increases to $20
from Oct. 14-21.
Students get a discounted price of
$10. There is also a $2 discount for
Statesboro Pacers. As for the Kiddie
Run, the event is free, but you must
register in advance.
Refreshments, giveaways and music
will be provided. T-shirts are guaranteed to all pre-registered participants.
Prizes will be awarded to the top
female and male overall, top female and
male master and top female and male
finishers in different divisions.
Online registration is available at
www.active.com, or stop by the RAC
to pick up an entry form.

LENDAR
Thursday, October 12
5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
International club meeting
Russell Union 2084
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
African Student Assocation
Russell Union 2044
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Debate team meeting
Russell Union 2075
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Poetry troupe
Russell Union 2071
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 pjn.
SAI Benefit Concert
Carter Recital Hall
Friday, October 13
7 a.m.- 11p.m.
Family Weekend

Residence halls throw fall festival for mid-term fun
By Robert Greene II
Staff writer

Stressed out by midterms? Sleepless nights and long days starting to
catch up with you? Then come by
Watson Hall for Fall Fest!
On Thursday, Oct. 12,thebuilding
directors of Southern Heights, which
include the residence halls of Southern Pines, Southern Courtyard, Winburn, Brannen/Sanford and Johnson
hall, will be putting on "Fall Fest" in

the courtyard of Watson Hall.
"We came up with the idea back in
July," said Cathy Barker, coordinator
of residential education for Southern
Heights.
The CRE is in charge of coordinating services, programs, staff and
facilities needs among the buildings
of Southern Heights. "We've talked
about it and worked on it for the past
month," said Barker.
According to Barker, three committees were created for the project,

w

Crispy Chicken
0 Sandwich

which were games, food and publicity.
Among the games being played will
be horseshoes, a jello eating contest,
a dunking booth and a "pie your hall
director" game.
Why is the fall fest being held?
"Because we wanted to provide a
stress free zone for students on campus," said Aisha Harrison, graduate
director with Southern Heights, who
was also involved with the planning
of Fall Fest. .
Accordingly, students will also

W1P—
RENTING MOVIES JUST GOT
EASIER!

be allowed to create stress balls at
the event.
Building Director Morgan Murray
also said that the event is being done
this time of year due to midterminduced stress.
"We know people get drained this
time of year," she said. She also said
that the building directors of Southern Heights wanted to do something
as an area.
The expected turnout is about 250
students. Although the event is being

'Glow' in the dark
ByAmyMclntyre
Staff writer

199 NORTHSIDE DRIVE
489-4279
1200B BRAMPTON AVE
871-7012

1 lit I ill civilUtC v/OJUlv2^ J7r02JT9lIIl IS V^OiIllIlj

Georgia Southern!

coordinated by University Housing,
any student can join in the fun and
festivities that will be occurring at
Watson Hall.
The organizers of the event expect
to catch people who will be walking
from class across1 campus.
The event is free and open to the
public and will be from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. on Oct. 12.
For more information contact
University Housing (912) 6815406.

Throw winter white restrictions to
the wind and come dressed to glow at
the 'Glow' party this Saturday in the
William's Center.
'Glow' is presented by the United
Caribbean Association (UCA), whose
goal is to bring students from diverse
backgrounds together to deepen
appreciation for cultural and ethnic
differences.
"UCA is all about diversity," said
UCA parliamentarian Alexis Smith,
"It doesn't matter where you are from
or who you are, Chinese, Japanese,
whatever." Smith said the point of the
'Glow' is to bring students from all
backgrounds together to have fun.
"The idea behind the 'Glow' party
is to celebrate diversity," said Chel Bernard, public relations representative
for UCA.
"We went around to a lot of different organizations because we wanted
everyone to participate, not just those
of African descent. We asked each
organization to give us songplaylists for

the party, so that everybody coming to
the party would enjoy it and wouldn't
be disappointed that just hip-hop or
one type of music was playing."
The theme for 'Glow' is diversity, but
the plan still remains for everyone to be
in white. The party will be illuminated
by black lights and they plan to hand
out free glow accessories to everyone.
People will then be acting as the
source of light for the party. There will
also be a Caribbean dance instructor
to entertain party goers.
It will be good for the ladies to
show up early, said Bernard, because
the first fifty girls enter free of charge.
Otherwise, the cost is $5 at the door.
D.J. Genius from Hustle Hard Entertainment will also be at the event.
The UCA had a table set up in the
Russell Union on Wednesday advertising the party, and many students are
looking forward to attending.
"I am excited about all the beautiful
ladies and the Caribbean music," said
Ramsey Hall, a junior at GSU. "I really
like that style of music."
'Glow' takes place this Saturday at
10 p.m. in the Williams Center.

11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Conversation Hour
Russell Union Ballroom
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Dessert Reception
Russell Union Ballroom
Saturday, October 14
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
SAT Test
Russell Union Theatre
10 p.m. -12 p.m.
We Can Achieve
Miller Grove Baptist Church
10 p.m.
Glow: Diversity Dance
Williams Center Dining Hall

10-10-2006
. Maurice Michael Hall, 25, of P.O.
Box 1484, Swainsboro, Ga., was
charged with wanted person.
• Michael Wayne McCrary, 28, of
East View Road, Statesboro, was
charged with public intoxication
and disorderly conduct.
• A bicycle was taken from Winburn Hall.
• A golf cart was taken from the
Administrative Annex Building.
• Three people left Talons Grille
without paying for their food.
• A set of keys was taken from
the RAC.
• A wallet was taken from the
Russell Union

Join the Paraekute College Program Team
OctoLer 16, 2006 from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
at tlie Russell Union Rotunda for FREE Activities About;

OUR NURSES ARE PREPARED FOR

LIFE.

Job Hunting' Tips, Career Intormation/Worksnops,
Information on Starting
a Small Business, and Much More!

AN ARMY OF ONE"

For more information visit:
www, parachwte.com/colkge or call
Career Services at 912-681-5197

orECMw

or what s next

While learning the professional skills to become a successful nurse, augment your curriculum
with R0TC to help you graduate with the leadership skills, management skills
and self-confidence to become a success in life.
i-»ir»#n ■ ■*• >n>»> nnTn

ENROLL
......IN ARMY ROIC I

For more information, call 912-681-5320 or 1-800-334-ROTC
or visit our website at httP://cost.georgiasouthern.edu/rotc.
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INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

NEWS OF THE WEIRD

Bush administration rejects talks
McClatchy Newspapers

The Bush administration, under
fire for policies that have failed to
stop North Korea from advancing its
nuclear weapons arsenal, on Tuesday
ruled out direct talks with Pyongyang in the aftermath of its apparent
nuclear test.
Instead, the United States and
other world powers began discussing
tough U.N. sanctions on North Korea
that would authorize inspection of
cargo going to or coming from the
country to halt weapons-related
transfers.
In a significant development,
China, which is North Koreas principal ally, said for the first time that
it would agree to sanctions on the
government of North Korean leader
Kim Jong II.
"I think there has to be some punitive actions," said Wang Guangya,
Chinas ambassador to the United
Nations. "We need to have a firm,
constructive, appropriate but prudent
response to North Koreas nuclear
threat," he said, without being more
specific.
Early Wednesday, Japan said it
had detected new seismic tremors
from North Korea, and the state
NHK television network reported that
government officials believe they may

From Universal Press Syndicate

Compelling explanations
•At the Wimbledon Magistrates'Court in England in July,
Andrew Curzon was charged with wrongfully attempting to
cash a neighbor'spension-adjustment check, in the equivalent of about $220,000. The explanation by Curzon (who is
a law student) is that he has "dyspraxia," which renders him
unable "to engage in logical thinking."

Ironies
• U.S. Rep. Bob Ney of Ohio agreed to plead guilty in
September to corruption charges stemming from investigations of the disgraced lobbyist Jack Abramoff, and even
though Neyfacesasmuchas27monthsin prison, he will
still be eligible for a congressional pension (based on 12
years'service) when he gets out.
Earlier this year, Congress passed a corruption-reform bill,
which Ney enthusiastically supported, which would have
caused a congressman in Ney's position to forfeit his pension, but the bill has been stalled in a House-Senate conference and was not enacted before Ney's plea was accepted.

Rodney Turner/MCT
The Bush administration ruled out direct talks with Pyongyang in the aftermath of its apparent nuclear test.
have been triggered by a second North
Korean nuclear test.
But South Korean officials told
the semi-official Yonhap news agency
that South Korea had detected no new
seismic activity in the north.
Japan's Kyodo news service re-

ported that Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe told a parliamentary
panel that he could not confirm the
NHK report.
A strong earthquake shooknorthern Japan early Wednesday, but it was
unclear if that quake might have been

responsible for reports of a second
nuclear test.
China's agreement to sanctions on
North Korea wouldbeamajor victory
in efforts by the United States and
Japan to punish Kim's government
for its nuclear ambitions.
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NATIONAL POLITICS

Congressman said he reported tam&m
pages complaint about Foley 715 912-764-5150
Northside Drive East
FANTASY

Chicago Tribune
A Republican patronage employee
who formerly controlled the administrative apparatus ofthe House emerged
Tuesday as a key figure in the scandal
over former Rep. Mark Foley's inappropriate emails to underage pages.
A new account from a Republican
congressman who was informed as
early as 2000 of suggestive emails from
Foley to a former page described a
more significant role for then-House
Clerk JeffTrandahl. The congressman,
Rep. Jim Kolbe, R-Ariz., said he passed
the complaint on to Trandahl, who also
was involved in handling a complaint
in 2005 about inappropriate emails to
another former page.
The account raises new questions
about the quiet disposition of the later
complaint, which officials handled
by privately warning Foley to cease

contact with pages.
With an Aurora, 111., graveyard
as a backdrop, House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill., defended his own
staff's handling of the 2005 complaint
about inappropriate emails from Foley,
saying he could not find any fault in
their actions based on what they knew
at the time.
"They've handled it as well as they
should," Hastert said." I didn't think
anybody at any time in my office did
anything wrong."
However, Hastert said he would
dismiss any member of his staff involved in a cover-up, while Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., asked for an independent investigation of Republican
leaders' handling of the complaints.
The House Ethics Committee is currently examining the response.
More signs of discontent among
the party's core social conserva-

tive supporters also emerged, with
a prominent conservative activist
questioning in an article whether gay
Republican staffers and members of
Congress were working behind the
scenes to undercut the political agenda
of religious conservatives.
Tony Perkins, president of the
Family Research Council, wrote in
a web newsletter for members of the
organization that the Foley scandal
"raises another plausible question for
values voters: has the social agenda of
the GOP been stalled by homosexual
members and/or staffers?"
Several key figures involved in
the scandal and its handling are gay
or linked to gay causes. Foley has
acknowledged he is gay. Kolbe, who
is retiring and received the first complaint, is openly gay. And Trandahl, 42,
is a board member for the gay-rights
group Human Rights Campaign.
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NATURE

Scientists concerned about Texas coast
McClatchy Newspapers
Marine biologists hope a cold
front forecast for this week will help
dissipate a toxic red tide alga that has
affected a 60-mile stretch of Texas
coastline, killing several thousand
fish and irritating the eyes and lungs
of anglers and beachgoers.
At the same time, other scientists
are preparing to test isolated pockets
of water on Lake Whitney, 70 miles
south of Fort Worth, in the hopes of
finding a way to ward off a poisonous

golden alga that has killed millions
of fish in Texas lakes and rivers and
drained an estimated $25 million from
the state's inland fishing industry since
its detection in 1985.
On the coast, officials are tracking
patches of red tide algae, which cause
red- or maroon-colored "blooms."
They have been spotted from the outer
coast of Matagorda Island to about 10
miles inside the Padre Island National
Seashore, near Corpus Christi.
The red tide spread has become

significant enough to be discussed
Monday at a meeting of the Gulf
of Mexico Alliance, a federal-state
partnership to address critical coastal
issues.
"Because these blooms contain
neurotoxins, they threaten human
and ecosystem health and can substantially impact coastal economies,"
Margaret Davidson, coastal services
director of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, said in
a statement.

Now HIRING
Fairfield Residential, a leading multi-family development,
currently has immediate opportunities available at one
of properties located in Statesboro, GA.

Immediate Positions Available:
• Assistant Lead Maintenance
• Property Manager
We offer competitive salaries, comprehensive benefits,
bonuses, employee training, and an excellent work environment.
Interested candidates should email resume information to:
resume@fairfieldresidential.com or fax resume 817-816-9542
Fairfield Residential Properties • EOE/Drug Free Workplace

Monday October 16, 2006
7 pm
Russell Union Ballroom
Tickets:
$3 in advance
$5 at the door
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GS(7 Gamedays
Happy Hour Daily (4-7)
Free Oysfers
2 for 7 Liquor and Draft Beer
& 1/2 Off Appetizers
Boiled Peanuts
All Day
$3Two-HanderPBR
$8000 Margaritas
$3 (24oz.) Coors & Miller it. Cans

BRA & GIRLL
470 South Main Street, Statesboro

$5 LllllCh SpGCIdlS
(Monday-Friday 7 7 a.m.-2 p.m.)
Many Items to Choose From

(912)489-8291
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Streak
from page 1

After the first steak, groups of
students plotted yet another liberating jog. Even some women opted
for a chance to participate in a co-ed
streak on March 7,1974.
According to Thompson there
were rumors that there would be a
large group of students streaking in
front of Landrum.
After receiving a tip, Harold
Howell, the campus police chief,
decided to block off Georgia Avenue
from Chandler Road to Herty Drive
and told his officers to intervene only
if the crowd got out of control.
Thompson said the area was basically turned over to the students.
"Some of them were running and
some of them were on bicycles and
some were on the backs of trucks.
There was one on a motorcycle,"
he said.

Prepare
from page 1
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Mocktails

Jail n' Bail
Monday, Oct. 16, 10 am
Rotunda

Wednesday, Oct. 18, 7 pm
Russell Union Ballroom

2 pm

Come be apart of the action as a GSU
police office arrests volunteer faculty,
staff and students for a mock DUI.
Volunteers will be read their rights, given
sobriety tests and "booked" for the DUI
charges. They will be jailed at the
Rotunda. Help the "prisoners" raise
money for bail to gain their freedom while
contributing to the Health Education
Foundation.

Simulated DUI
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 11 am - 1:30 pm
Russell Union Visitors Parking Lot
Captain Lee Harris from the Bulloch
County Sheriff's Department will be here
to assist students with a drunk/impaired
driving simulation. Students will be able
to participate in various activities and
obstacle courses while wearing Blood
Alcohol Content (BAG) goggles. Free
beer (root beer of course) will be
provided along with food donated from
local restaurants. Shuttle GUS volunteers
will be there to answer any questions and
give information about Georgia
Southern's highly successful safe ride
program.

It is possible to enjoy great drinks
without the effects of alcohol. Join the
Health Education Peer Educators and
the Homecoming Steering Committee
as they serve up tasty, non-alcoholic
beverages for "Plunderin' for Pirates'
Booty."

Mocktails
Thursday, Oct. 19, 10 am - 1 pm
Rotunda
Join us again for different recipes if
you enjoy the mocktails Wednesday
night. The Health Education Peer
Educators will serve up "Calhoun
Typhoons" and "Pink Champagne."
The drinks will have you saying "who
needs alcohol?"

are also common with the flu, and
are less present with a cold. Fatigue is
another tell-tale signal. Fatigue is mild
for someone with a cold, but can be
severe, lasting two to three weeks, for
someone suffering from the flu.
Complications from the flu may
also arise, especially if prone to
chronic medical conditions such
as asthma. These complications
can include bacterial pneumonia,
ear infections, sinus infections and
dehydration. The influenza virus is
more harmful to the elderly and the
very young.
The Bulloch County Health Department is currently administering
the flu shot to those with high risk
criteria. Cindi Hart, registered nurse
and nurse manager there says the cost
for the flu shot is $20 for ages three
and above, and only $ 15 for those six
months to three years of age. They do
not offer the FluMist, which is available on campus at Health Services.
High risk criteria individuals are those
dealing with cronic health conditions,
as well as the elderly. Others with
chronic medical conditions are also
urged to get the vaccine.
The first step for the flu season is
to be vaccinated. Health Services will
be at the Russell Union Rotunda Nov.
1 and will offer the flu shot for $13 to
all faculty, staff and students. At the
moment, Health Services only has
FluMist. The shot should be available

Parents
from page 1
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The George-Anne Daily is the
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Georgia Southern University,

STUDENTS BEWARE

owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities
provided by GSU. The newspaper
is the oldest continuously
published newspaper in Bulloch
County and Statesboro, Ga.The
newspaper is a designated public
forum for the Georgia Southern
University community. The ideas
expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors
and do not necessarily represent
the views of the Student Media
Advisory Board, the administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or

The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication. The
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in upcoming weeks. FluMist costs $25
at Health Services.
Health Services also has arranged
for Maxim Health Systems, LLC, to
offer vaccinations to those above 18
years of age with I.D. Curtis Hames,
MD, chief of staff at Health Services
said this will be held in the Russell
Union in room 2041 on Oct. 12
2006 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Many
vaccines will be offered, with the flu
shot costing $25. Payment may be
cash or check made payable to Maxim
Health Systems. Credit Cards are also
accepted.
Preventative methods are best.
Besides vaccinations for the flu,
practicing good hygiene will prevent
both the cold and the flu. Washing
hands frequently and not sharing dinnerware and drinks is what Turknett
recommends. If, however, preventative methods fail, then treatment
will be necessary. For the common
cold, temporary relief can be found
through common cold medicines
and decongestants. The flu only has
antiviral medications available.
"Usually, if diagnosed with the flu,
the doctor will give them antivirals
and tell them to stay hydrated," said
Hart. Antivirals can make the flu less
contagious and reduce symptoms.
Despite treatment availability,
the best option is to get vaccinated
and practice a healthy lifestyle to
strengthen the immune system in
order to stop the flu, and the cold,
before it hits.
For more information about flu
shots, call Health Services at 912681-5641.

rehearsal and backstage tour.
They get to enjoy the rehearsal
of the enchanted fairy tale of love
and betrayal, deception and delight.
They will get introduced to the director, designers and all the staff who
work behind .the scenes and receive
a backstage tour of the Performing
Arts Center.
On Sunday, from 9:30 a.m. to 10
a.m., the Parents Association will
host a brunch. They will enjoy a full
breakfast, meet other members of
the Parents Association, and attend
their first business meeting for the
academic year in the Russell Union
Ballroom.
The event is free for Association
members and $7 for non-members.
Finally, from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. the
Parents Association will have a general
meeting for new members.
Generally, information is sent out
via email blast to all students through
the email address listed on WINGS.
Parents will be getting emails and
postcards telling them about any other
events that could involve them.
There will be a Spring Picnic and
students or parents interested should
contact the Office of Parents Programs
at 912-871-1987.

son(s) who removes more than

The George-Anne is published

should be directed to the editor

Family Weekend has an all-inclusive $30 fee. It's important that
parents and students to show up for
registration.
The $30 fee includes both youths
and adults, and includes tickets for
Saturday's football game against the
Elon University Phoenix.
On Saturday, Oct. 14, parents
and students will start their day at
9 a.m., attending an informational
session and campus tour until 11a.m.
The tour leaves from Lewis Hall, on
Sweetheart Circle.
From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., individuals participating in Family Weekend
can use the coupons they receive at
registration to get discounts on items
in the University Store.
Also on Saturday, participants are
invited to a pre-game tailgate to enj oy
entertainment and great food at the
Paulson Stadium in the tailgate area.
At 1 p.m. the GSU Eagles will be playing the Elon University Phoenix.
Later thatnight,from8p.m. to 9:30
p.m., all participants have the opportunity to go to The King Stag technical

foe Franklin, Georgia Southern's
current vice president of business
and finance, said he was working
at the bookstore at the time of the
second streaking. At that time the
bookstore was located in Landrum,
where the campus post office is
located now.
He said that people would take
off their clothes and run around
Landrum toward the Foy Fine Arts
building, disappear for a while then
run back. He said he remembers the
police just sitting by watching, not
doing anything to stop it.
"At the time it was hilarious," he
said. "I guess now it's still hilarious."
He said some people even climbed
on top of Landrum and danced in
the nude.
Statesboro local Daniel Jones said
that he was at GSC and witnessed
the two-day streaking fest. He said
he couldn't really believe it when it
happened.
"It was something to see, no doubt
about it," he said.

the authorized number of copies
from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

5246 (News) or 912/681-5418

should notify the newspaper im-

southern.edu. It is the goal of the

like A Swarm of Gnats - goes to

SUPPORT

(Advertising) or 912/486-7113

mediately in the event of an error.

newspaper to have its edition

G-A alum Mike Mills.

The G-A is funded primarily

(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser).

The newspaper is not responsible

placed on-line within 24 hours of

The George-Anne Daily
needs Asst. News Editor
Any major can apply, must be hardworking, organized
and have some writing experience. Need to be able to
work evenings and an hour each day.
If you are interested, please stop by the Williams Center, upstairs room 2023, with a resume, or email your
resume to ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu.
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THURSDAY,OCTOBER 12,2006 I THE GEORGE-ANNE DAILY
Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial
Ads, Visit...

CTHE GEORGE-ANNE

http://www.gsuads.com
.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.
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for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.
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13 Like custard and
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19 Distorted the
facts
21 Breathing
space
25 Actress Myrna
26 Caesar or
Waldorf
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writing
28 At liberty
29 Rapscallion
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contentment
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Shocks, Lemond custom seat,
aluminum frame. Originally
bought for four hundred dollars,
will sell for $150.00! Call Jeff
912-690-1999.

Announcements
100-199
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66
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9, 8/06

New Voices.
New Services,
New Attitude.

There is No Option!

Bathhouse
Bay window
Rani's mate
Leave out
French cleric
Bistro
Gulf War

missile
Wash down
Convection
appliance
Bog fuel
Frequently, in
poems

58
59
60
62

140 Other
Announcements

250 Computers &
Software

Colleges Against Cancer. The
CAC program allows college
students, faculty, and staff to
work together to bring American Cancer Society programs
and services to college communities nationwide. It's easy
to get started. Next meeting
Mon, Oct. 9 at 7PM in Russell
Union 2075.

Hate Clean-access? E-MAC
w/ OS 10.1.5 for sale for
S400 (we can talk about the
price. )E very thing included
email: myeary@georgiasouthern.edu for details.
SELLING a NEW Linksys
Wireless Router. 4 ports, includes copy of Norton Internet
Securities. Retail Price: $70.
Contact Reggie theonlybuster®
gmaii.com. 954-591-6989

The Herpevac Trial for Women:
A Herpes Vaccine Study For
women age 18-30 without oral
or genital herpes This study of
an experimental vaccine might
protect women against herpes. Participants receive: Free
screening for herpes An investigational vaccine against herpes
or hepatitis A Financial compensation for time and travel
For more information, contact:
Medical College of Georgia
706-721-2535 877-643-1414
(toll-free) womens_health@
mcg.edu www.herpevaccine.
nih.gov This vaccine CANNOT
give you herpes.

260 Miscellaneous
for Sale
Bed lofts for sale! Easy assemble and saves lots of space,
great for dorm life! $50 call
Jessica 770-843-4548
Drumset for sale. 5-piece Tama
Swingstar set with Tama double
bass pedal. Includes 21 inch ride
and 14inch high-hat zildian
cymbals, asking $550 or best
offer (229)221-1723

NOTICE - While the newspaper makes every effort lo
screen bogus offers and ads,
please remember if an offer
seems to be too good to be true,
it probably is.

www.gadaily.com
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Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
Other Announcements

200 Buy or Sail
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us
online at...

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Snaky-haired
Gorgon
7 Fit
11 That woman
14 Takes on as
one's own
15 Small-minded
16 Toy dog breed
17 River mouth
areas
18 So-so
20 Study of insects
22 Black as pitch
23 Wrath
24 Cosmo rival
26 Sliver
31 Common
antiseptic
35 Perfume
36 Off the wall
38 Commingle
39 Circuit
40 Tale of Aesop
41 Metered vehicle
42 Buffoon
43 Perhaps
44 Utah lilies
45 Intensify
47 Occurrence
49 "Do
others
as..."
51 Variable motion
producer
52 Crowd sound
55 High-ranking
cleric
61 Food of the gods
63 Recess
64 Triangular sail
65 Feudal land
66 Queasiness
67 Ingested
68 Fireside yarn
69 Passionate

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

TREADMILL-Folding Weslo
Cadence DS11 treadmill. Electronic Time. Distance, Calories
& Fat Burned, Speed Control and comfort drink holder.
$150.00 Call Jeff 912-6904999

Reach Georgia Southern students with a publication they
really read... Over 100,000 copies of the G-A Daily circulate
each month. For more info:
ads@georgiasouthern.edu

Man-sized recliner - $75. Treadmill - $75. Two stationary bicycles - $20 each. Call 687-3781
after 5 pm.
A camera for Sale! 3 lens and
a bag, interested? Please call
912-541-2655,r - <100. .

Buy or Sell
200 - 299

2 12inch audiobahn l,400watt
speakers. Crunch 1,000watt amplifier and a large sealed speaker
box. In great condition. $550 or
best offer (229)221-1723

210 Autos for Sale
For Sale, 95 Buick LeSabre.
Runs well. All equipment
works. 184,000 miles. $1500.00
912-682-2973

Role Playing
©2006 PuzzleJunction.com

There are 10 movies listed below, and we've given you the first names of the stars who
acted in the movies. Not all the actors were the headliners, however. Can you provide
the last names? Good luck!

1. Paris Trout (1991)

2002 Honda CBR600F4i, Silver
Metallic, 5200 miles. Yoshimura exhaust. Great motorcycle.
Looks NICE. $5800 and it's
yours. 404-276-2568

John

3. City Slickers (1991)

Helen

4. Miles From Home (1998)

Richard

5. Raising Cain (1992)

John

6. The Elephant Man (1980)

1996 Nissan Maxima. Looks
and runs GREAT! 167,000
miles. Asking $3900. 678687-5088

3 pm Oct 9-12 or call 404840-2380

solid dark wood stain desk &
end-table set in good cond. Desk
w/ detachable hutch(40x 12x44).
End-table can double for file
storage (26x18x30). $90 Call
(501)472-0956.
Don't throw away that junk...
turn your trash into cash. Try.. ing selling it onlineand in print
with a G-A Daily action classified ad. It's free for students.
Visit www.gadaily.com to find
out more!

230 Bicycles for Sale

Anne

7. Sneakers (1992)

Robert

8. lronweed(1987)

Jack

9. Deep Impact (1998)

Robert

10. Home Alone (1990)

1998ISUZU RODEO. BLACK,
GREY INTERIOR. V6, 4
DOOR, TINTED WINDOWS,
GREAT CONDITION. CALL
STEVE 770-315-6044.
1999 Ford Taurus For Sale. In
Good Condition . $3,500 ONO

Dennis

2. Rosemary's Baby (1968)

LOW COUNTRY BOIL TICKETS $10.00 for October 19
event at Delta Sigma Phi house
For Sale at Rotunda from 9am-

Gary Fisher Wahoo Mountain
Bike- Shimano-V Brakes and
Shifters. Bell comfort seat,
aluminum frame. Originally
bought for three hundred dollars, will sell for $125.00! Call
Jeff912-690-4999.
Diamondback Topanga Mountain Bike- Shimano-V Brakes
and Shifters, Rock Shox Jett

Joe

Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale ,
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellaneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade& Barter
Wanted

MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HONDA CBR600RR. Red and black.
Excellent condition. 9100 miles,
lots of aftermarket parts and
accessories. http://loligagger.
dotplioto.com $7000 obo 912678-9729

i

~i

Sudoku
Very Easy

1-800-861-7059

B

360 Jobs/Part Time
RUDE RUDY"S (aka Hot
Diggity Dog) is now hiring
Waitresses, Drivers, Cashiers
and Cooks. Applications will
be taken Saturday October 14
th, from 10:00 a. m-12:00 p. m
at Rude Rudy's, 8 University
Plaza.

Housing & Real
Estate

400-499
410 Apartments
QUIET, REASONABLY
PRICED ($285-$450) one and
two bedroom apartments. NO
PETS. Deposit, Application
required. Flexible leases. Parker
Realty (764-5623)

430 Mobile Homes
14x76,3 BR/2BAmobile home
for sale in nice park near GSU.
Included: couches, washer &
dryer, entertainment system.
$12,500. Call 912-844-0188.

Female roommate needed for Spring semester
in a great 4 bedroom 3 bathroom townhouse in
.Hawthorne II! Rent is $275 + utilities. Please
contact Ashley at(404)644-9370.
male roommate 2 bed/bath sublease at cambridge $509 everything included brand new
appliances w/d free storage and parking great
pool and facilities, scot 757-277-1565

480 Sub Leases
Male needed to sublease an apatrment in
Garden District. All utlities DSL and cable
are included, available now. 300.00 a month.
Call 912-871-6696.

450 Roommates
Looking for a roommate? Trying to sublease your place? Put
the G-A Daily to work for you.
Free classified for students in
print and online. Visit www.
gadaily.com for information

Roommate needed ASAP in two
bedroom duplex in Hawthorne
II. Rent $325 + utilities. Two
months rent free. Contact Ashley (478) 284-1196

Female roomate needed for
immediate move in! 3 bedroom
2 1/2 bath townhouse located
less than a mile from campus.
Bedroom partly furnished. Rent
$400 w/everything included.
Call Molly(419)351-3900

&*>-»H%»

SUBLEASE!!! Need someone to take over
lease for brand new duplexes pass the fairgrounds with two GREAT roommates!! $385
ALL inclusive, which includes 5 HBO's and
high speed internet. Please contact 912429-3244!
NEEDED SUBLEASE FOR SPRING 2007!
STADIUM PLACE! QUIET COMPLEX &
CLOSE TO CAMPUS! JANUARY RENT
AND WATER FREE! CONTACT ASAP
gradybabi84@yahoo.com

ROOMMATE NEEDED:
3BR/2BA House oflf of Gentilly $300/mo. Contact Chase @
404-934-2429.

TREADMILL "Sportcraff" for
sale. Folding up feature - requires only little space. Almost
new, used only a few times.
Great condition. $150. (Was
bought lor .$400)
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Find a New Friend

Humane Society of Statesboro and
Bulloch County Animal Rescue Division
Statesboro, GA • 912-681-9393
bullochanimalrescue@yahoo.com
Roommates. Fully Furnished, Cable, Internet,
Etc. Included in $409/mo. Rent. Move in end
of this semester. 678-462-3930, jtso74@
comcast.net.

First month free rent! Sub-lease this apartment
before it's too late. Bedroom with private
bathroom in a gated community. New apartment. Low utilities, pet friendly. Great female
roommate.

Sublease College Walk 1 and/or 2 BD/I BA.
$200/$400 Utilities included. Pets ok. Has 2
great roommates. 404-668-1600

Services
600 - 699

Male/Female, im looking for someone to
sublease for spring semester with male roommate, two bedroom, two bath apt. very clean,
all amenities included, rent is 370/month.
Bermuda Run. will pay first month rent for
you. rent is for more information please call
me @ 8502841495. lamar lewis.

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list
of things to do that are educational and

610 Education & Tutoring

fun. http://www.stp.georgiasouthern.
edu/funstuff/

Room for rent in Planter's Row. Female roommate needed for immediate sublease. Huge
bedroom, walk-in closets, full kitchen. For
more info call Mallory at 706-825-5441

Travel
700 - 799

Sublease for Spring at Campus Club! 1
Private BR/BA in 4BR/4BA Unit with 3 Male

710 Spring Break Travel

im'a? ax CaCQeftr fare: «w>> a n€kO one

Spring Break Bahamas 5 Days/4 Nights from
$ 199 per person Includes Cruise Transport &
Resort in The Bahamas - Other Packages also
Available Book Early for FREE VIP Party
Package! Toil-Free 1-888-85-BEACH (1-888852-3224) www.GoBahama.com
Travel with STS to this years top 10 Spring
Break destinations! Best deals guaranteed!
Highest rep commissions. Visit www.ststravel.com or call 1-800-648-4849. Great
group discounts.

.

Miscellaneous
900-999
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Lost Pet. Deformed claws. Siamese Mix.
One white paw. Gray and white stripes. 2
yrs old. Missing since Friday. 404-668-1600
greynault® yahoo, com
1 yr old lab/retr mix. Current on all shots and
fixed. Very friendly. Free to good home. Call
404-969-9734.
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Lost pet. Siamese Mix male. One white paw.
Gray and white stripes. Messed up claws.
404-668-1600. greynault@gmail.com
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Cheats Corner
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ALCATRAZ

FOLSOM

REDWOODS

BODEGA BAY

GIANTS

SAN DIEGO

BURBANK

GOLDEN GATE

SANTA CRUZ

HOLLYWOOD

SHASTA

CARMEL

LASSEN

SIERRA

DEATH VALLEY

LOS ANGELES

SQUAW VALLEY

DISNEYLAND

MOJAVE

TAHOE

DODGERS

MOVIES

/VHITNEY

DONNER PASS

NAPA

YOSEMITE

Free classified ads for students, faculty & staff
(non-commercial Only): visit us online at...

www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php
You must include your name, address a£d phone number and "dot.edu" address for freebies. (Jllyiftiine and
prepare your non-commercial message. N^hone calls
please, at this price we don't take dictation;^
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CABLE CARS

£

This sweet adult male
has beat the odds! When
found, he was nothing but
skin and bones, the doctor
didn't think he would
make it 24 hours! Now is
back to fully strength and
Is ready to make someone
very happy! He is smart,
lovable, and house trained! He is just waiting for someone to
play with! He is up to date with shots and has been altered.
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350 Jobs/Full Time

California Dreaming

P

700 Travel
710 Spring Break Travel

3 7

BARTENDING! Up to $250 a
Day. No Experience Necessary,
[raining Available. Age 18+OK
1-800-965-6520 XT 296

Roommates Needed: 4 BR/3 BA
house with pool. Quiet neighborhood. $325/mo. Call Marsha
912-481-3131 or478-289-8009.
Available in December.

Woo a&ti&CQt* aerti'T-r&Ttoed Cf£T,

Everything GSU under one Roof!

Housings Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storages Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessin
or math involved, just use logic to solvi'&6
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400
410
420
430
440
450
460

Services
EducationSTutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

New Voices. New Services. New Attitude

MH»*y-

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

600
610
620
630
640
650

www.gadaily.com

Employment & Job
Services
300-399
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:

500 Personals
500 Personals

Covering ttie Web Like a Swarm of ilectrans...

Pampered Chef Kitchen Tools,
Kitchen Shows, Bridal Showers
Registry, free, half-price and
discounts. Call 681-7453 after
5:30 p.m.

ONe,\xw ttr Ye ovoe \Awnre noose GoRpeseaNiDetfis viMweis-- "-r.xa-.^
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480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals

270 Motorcycles for
Sale

"PET BLINKERS" Safety for
your Pet. Can be seen 1/2 mile
at. night. Available at McCooks
Pharmacy. Hwy 80 East in
Statesboro.

Call Lana 646-421-9701

210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Careers Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/Part Time
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
390 Wanted Jobs
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Check out GADaily.com!

SPORTS

To check the dates of any Georgia Southern
sporting event, check the calendar on the
homepage. Archived articles are also available
in .pdf form.
. Also, check our website immediately after
Eagle football games for postgame recaps.

in

SPORTS
W H O E f* I X-

Kickoff is at 1 p.m. this Saturday at Paulson Stadium

Thursday
Women's soccer at Furman,
7 p.m.

Eagles look to soar over Phoenix

Friday
Men's tennis at Georgia
Tech Invitational,TBA

Saturday
Volleyball at App. State,
6 p.m.

SOCON PREVIEW
#3

at
Wofford
1-1,2-3

New Head Coach

App. State
.2-0,5-1

What: App. State looks to make it six in a row
when they host SoCon rival Wofford as the
Mountaineers seek first place in the SoCon.
Where: Kidd Brewer Stadium Boone, NC
When: Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Pete Lembo has
Phoenix flying

#5

at
Citadel
1-1,1-4

By Will Adams
Sports editor

After the 2005 season, Elon parted
ways with former Head Coach Paul
Hamilton following two dismal threewin seasons.
Now, jump forward to fall 2006,
Elon has emerged as an unlikely
contender in the SoCon thanks to the
youthful energy and enthusiasm of
new Head Coach Pete Lembo.
Already matching last seasons
win total with a record of 3-2, Coach
Lembo has quickly turned around an
underachieving Phoenix team that
is poised to make things interesting
down the stretch.
"Well, I came into a situation in
which the kids were very hungry," said
Lembo. "They have great potential, but
they need some stability and structure
in order to be successful."
"Our assistant coaches have done
Grayson Hoffman/STAFF
a great job with assessing personnel The Eagles head into Saturday's game against Elon with six consecutive wins over the Phoenix. GSU Ic ; to improve to 2-1 in the SoCon.
strengths and weaknesses," he said.
"That organization has allowed us
to be more accountable and that has
given our guys a chance to really buy
into the plan."
Lembo spent five years at Lehigh,
The Eagles will have a tough contest for point in the first two quarters ofplay,
compiling a 44-14 record as head By Eric Robinson
as well. The potent Phoenix passing but fell flat in the second half, scoring
coach with a .759 winning percentage, Managing editor of operations
Players to watch
attack will test the GSU secondary, no points and giving up 20.
that ranks second-highest among ac"We've put together some good
The Eagles are hoping they won't which has shown signs of weakness
tive I-AA coaches.
QB Wes Pope, Junior
this season.
halves of football. We're just trying
Part of Elons early success can make history this weekend.
Leads SoCon In passing
Defensively, Elon is led by senior to get a whole-game mentality and
average with 234 yards
Georgia Southern,has never lost
be contributed to the play of junior
per game, 1146 yards
come out here and play a full game
quarterback Wes Pope, who leads to Elon. The Eagles are 6-0 against the linebacker Chad Nkang.
total on the season with
10 touchdowns.
"[Nkang has had] averygoodyear. and dominate from beginningto end,"
the Southern Conference in passing Phoenix, and have outscored them 224
We think he's very similar to John said senior linebacker John Mohring.
with 234 yards per game. He has to 81 in the series.
But this is a completely different Mohring, with oustanding speed and "If we can do that, we should come
totaled 1146 yards of offense with 10
away with a win."
awareness," said Lembo.
touchdowns this season under Pete Elon team.
j**mm LB Chad Nkang, Senior
Mohring, who is seventh nationally
"He's abig, strong, physical, athletic
First-year Head Coach Pete Lembo
Lembo.
Ranks ninth in the
"He's a hard worker," said Lembo. has transformed the Phoenix into a guy," said Eagle running back Chris in tackles for loss, is an Ail-American
country in tackles,
averaging 11 per game.
linebacker and a leader for the GSU
"He also has very strong leadership more respectable and competitive Covington.
Ranked 18th in tackles
nRSv
Covington,
along
with
fellow
rundefense.
skills and spends a great deal of time team.
for loss.
I if M
He said he tries to keep his teamHis team defeated a tough Coastal ning back Lamar Lewis, has run the
watching film and making sure that
he is prepared every week."
Carolina school to open the season, and ball well this season, combining for mates motivated despite the three
losses on the season.
Ranked ninth in the country aver- competed well against Appalachian 951 yards and 10 touchdowns.
2006 at a glance
"We still have a big chance to do
Last Saturday, however, the duo was
aging 11 tackles a game, senior line- State in a tough 45-21 loss. In week
backer Chad Nkang leads the Phoenix three, Elon's defense shined in a 28-0 contained by a potent North Dakota things this year," he said. "We can still
at Coastal Carolina
W,23-20
State defense. The running backs com- win the conference, we can still go to
defense. He is one of two SoCon romp of Presbyterian.
Towson
L, 24-17
the playoffs. All these things are still
linebackers on the 'Buck Buchanan
However, Lembo understands that bined for 57 yards on 24 carries.
"We were moving the ball really possible as of this time. Everyone just
Award' watch list this season.
the Eagles aren't exactly the Blue Hose
Presbyterian
W,28-0
Named Head Coach in December of Presbyterian.
well the first half. We just didn't come can't let these losses get to them. We
at Appalachian St.
L, 45-21
2005, Pete Lembo inherited an Elon
"GSU has an outstanding football out and execute the second half and got to keep positive."
The match-up is the second in a
team that looks to take advantage of team, despite their record," he said. finish plays and finish drives," said
Western Carolina
W, 37-19
three-game home stand for the Eagles.
a solid start and make a run at the "We need to play our best football of Covington.
the year to win on Saturday."
The Eagles matched the Bison point Kickoff is scheduled for 1 p.m.
I-AA playoffs.

GSU seeks seventh straight victory over Elon as homestand continues

Furman
2-0,4-2

What: After getting upset by non-conference foe
CCU, the Paladins look to take advantage of a
home game against the Bulldogs.
Where: Paladin Stadium Greenville, SC
When: Saturday 2 p.m.

at
WCU
0-3, 2-3
What: The Mocs travel to Cullowhee to take
on the Catamounts. Both teams are coming off
tough SoCon losses.
Where: EJ Whitmire Stadium Cullowhee, NC
When: Saturday 3:30 p.m.

DIVISION I-A
WEEKEND PREVIEW
at
Va. Tech
2-1,4-1
What: The No. 22 Hokies travel to Boston to
take on the Eagles in an ACC showdown on
Thursday Night Football on ESPN.
Where: Alumni Stadium, Chestnut Hill, MA
When: Thursday 7:30 p.m. ESPN

at
Wake Forest

N.C. State

1-1,5-1

2-0,3-2

What: The Deamon Decons are coming offa
tough fourth quarter loss to Clemson as they
travel to Raleigh to face the Wolfpack.
Where: Carter Finley Stadium Raleigh, NC
When: Saturday 12 p.m.

at
Mich. St.
0-2, 3-3
What: Heisman candidate Troy Smith and the
Buckeyes travel to East Lansing to take on the
Spartans.
Where: Spartan Stadium, East Lansing MI
When: Saturday 3:30 p.m. ABC

#11

#2

»,

at

Auburn
3-1,5-1

Florida
4-0, 6-0

What: The Florida Gators will be tested when
they go on the road against the Auburn Tigers.
Where: Jordan O' Hare Stadium Auburn, AL
When: Saturday 7:45 p.m. ESPN

#16

at

Yankees pitcher killed in plane crash
Members of the Oakland As reflect on the death of New York Yankees pitcher Corey Lidle
By Shawn Windsor
McClatchy Newspapers

It's not often that the Oakland A's
crowd around the television in their
clubhouse before batting practice.
But that's just where they were
Wednesday afternoon, silent and
stunned as reports flickered across the
screen that a former teammate, Cory
Lidle, had crashed his single-engine
airplane into a 50-story skyscraper
in New York.
Lidle, who pitched for the Yankees,
including 11/3 innings in the seasonending loss in Detroit on Saturday,
played for seven teams in 12 years
in the majors. He spent two years in
Oakland.
"He's a family member, he's a
baseball player," said A's third base
coach Ron Washington. "We feel for
his kids and his wife."
News of Lidle's death created an
uncomfortable scene Wednesday at
McAfee Stadium, as the A's prepared
to play the Tigers in Game 2 of the
American League Championship

Vanderbilt
0-3,2-4

m

Georgia
2-1,5-1

What: Coming off a loss to No. 8 Tennessee, the
Dawgs look to take advantage of a game between
the hedges against the Comodores.
Where: Sanford Stadium Athens, GA
When: Saturday 12:30 p.m.

#3
Series.
Sadness and shock mixed with
the usual euphoria of postseason
baseball. Some players weren't sure
what to say.
"It's strange," said Vance Wilson,
who played with Lidle. "You mourn,
but you have a game to play, too."
Most of the players on the current
A's team didn't play with Lidle. In fact,
more Tigers played with him.
Closer Todd Jones pitched alongside Lidle twice, in Philadelphia and
Cincinnati.
"He was the first one to introduce
me to Texas Hold' em. He took me to
Atlantic City to a $100 poker tournament. He was a lot of fun to be around,"
Jones recalled.
When Jones played with him in
2004, Lidle wasn't flying.
"He didn't talk about it much
then," he said.
Jones last spoke'to Lidle during the
division series against the Yankees.
He told'Jones that Monday, after
the series ended, he was going to host

a p oker tournament at Yankee Stadium
following the workout.
Lidle had assumed the Yankees
would beat the Tigers.
"He liked to play cards. He had
a charity poker tournament," Jones
said.
But Lidle was also quiet and meticulous, known as a cerebral pitcher,
"the poor-man's Greg Maddux," Jones
said.
As players milled around the
edges of the field during batting
practice, talking about the death,
most remarked how random and
incomprehensible it seemed.
"That's what we were talking about
in the clubhouse," Jones said. The A's
were, too, said Washington.
Five days ago, the 34-year-old
was pitching in a playoff game in
Detroit. Now he was gone. But the
game goes on.
"You fight all your life for a chance
to get to the World Series," Washington
said. "You take some time, give our
sympathy, and move on."

at
Ariz. St.
0-2, 3-2

use
3-0, 5-0

What: The Sun Devils looks to upset the No. 3
Trojans when they travel to L.A. looking for their
first conference win.
Where: L.A. Coliseum Los Angeles, CA
When: Saturday 8 p.m. ABC

EDITOR'S
VIEWPOINT

Eric Robinson
Record: 15-5

Picks

Special photo

Corey Lidle died Wednesday; afternoon in a plane crash in New York.

Va. Tech over
B.C., 20-17
NCSToverWF,
24-21
OSU over MSU,
37-21
UF over Auburn,
17-13

Afill Adams
Record: 15-5

Picks
B.C. over Va.
Tech, 24-18
WF over NCST,
35-24
OSU over MSU,
45-20
Auburn over UF,
23- ^0
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Swimming begins
season Saturday
GSU News Service
Saturday marks the opening of
Georgia Southerns swimming season. The Eagles will host the College
of Charleston and North East Conference foe Howard University.
"The first meet usually gives us a
good indication ofwhere we are with
the particular phase of our training.
Since this meet is at home, we usually
get some very good performances
all around" said Head Coach Nate
Kellogg.
"We have five newcomers this
year. I hope they are able to keep their
emotions in check, relax, have fun
and swim hard. I hate to put exact
numbers down, but I think we'll have
some very good times."

The Eagles have recent history
with both of their opponents, having faced them within the past three
years. Exactly one year ago on Oct.
14, GSU fell short to the College of
Charleston byascoreof 156-84 while
pulling off a win against Howard
75-22 in Jan. 2004.
"Both the College of Charleston
and Howard have some good talent
and it will be interesting to see how
we get up and race against them,"
said Kellogg.
"I'm anxious to see how we perform in all of the events. We haven't
done a lot of racing in training so far,
so I'm very interested to see what
happens."
The dual meet is scheduled for
noon at GSU's natatorium.
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NFL weekend preview

NFL STANDINGS

Compiled by staff

New York Giants (2-2) at Atlanta Falcons (3-1)

Last week:
vs. Washington,
W19-3

The Falcons are looking to continue their defensive dominance this
weekend. Atlanta has given up 42
points this season, 23 ofwhich were
given up in the loss at New Orleans.
The Giants are looking to continue
momentum coming offtheir second
win of the season.

NFC
NFC South

AFC South
W L

Last week:
BYE

PCT PF PA

Last week:
W 38-24

5 0 1.000135 100

Atlanta

3 1 .750 69 42

Jacksonville

3 2 .600 118 74

Carolina

3 2 .600 86 90

Houston

1

Tampa Bay

0 4 .000 48 91

Tennessee

0 5 .000 60 135

Injuries run rampant in the NFL
Despite a recent improvement in MVP Shaun Alexander's fractured
foot, the Associated Press reported that the running back will not play in
Sunday's game against the St. Louis Rams.
The Seahawks might also be without wide receiver Bobby Engram, who
is suffering from an illness and has not attended practice.
The Kansas City Chiefs added kick returner Dante Hall and running
back Larry Johnson to their laundry list of injuries, but the Associated Press
reported that Head Coach Herm Edwards is hopeful they will be able to
play in Sundays game against the Pittsburgh Steelers.
Johnson injured his neck during the Arizona game last Saturday, while
Hall injured his hip in the second half of that game. The Chiefs are already
without the services of quarterback Trent Green, who suffered a severe
concussion in week one.
The Pittsburgh Steelers have injury troubles of their own, with linebacker
Joey Porter and cornerback Deshea Townsend questionable for Sundays"
game. Both players suffered from hamstring problems during Wednesday's
practice.
The Denver Broncos placed defensive end Courtney Brown on injured
reserve Wednesday, according to the Associated Press. Brown has yet to
fully recover from having knee surgery in early August.

Last week:
vs. Cleveland
W, 20-12

•

The Panthers have shown signs
of improvement, but linebacker
Dan Morgan will miss the remainder of the season due to multiple
concussions, which could be detrimental to the defense. The Ravens
are looking to avenge their Monday
Night loss to the Broncos.

3 .250 66 113

<

AFC North

W L

PG PF PA

pa PF PA

Chicago

5 0 1.000156 36

Baltimore

4 1 .800 89 46

Minnesota

3 2 .600 89 82

Cincinnati

3 1 .750 98 85

Green Bay

1

Pittsburgh

1 3 .250 61 77

Detroit

0 5 .000 88 151

Cleveland

1 4 .200 81 109

4 .200 87 138

Last week:
vs. Tampa Bay,

NFC West

W24-21

Carolina Panthers (3-2) at Baltimore Ravens (4-1)

Compiled by staff

PCT PF PA

Indianapolis

AFC West
W L

iONALBRIEI

W L

4 1 .800 118 86

W L

vs. Dallas,

:

New Orleans

NFC North

Philadelphia Eagles (4-1) at New Orleans (4-1)
TO. wasn't the dominating story
in Philadelphia after all. The Eagles'
defeat of Dallas puts them in the
driver's seat in the NFC East. For New
Orleans, Reggie Bush ruined Bruce
Gradkowski's great performance last
week with his first touchdown— a
65-yard punt return.

AFC

PG PF PA

4 1 .800 111 98

San Diego

Seattle

3 1 .750 78 83

Denver

3 1 .750 49 34

San Francisco

2 3 .400 105 146

Kansas City

2 2 .500 80 52

Arizona

1

Oakland

0 4 .000 47 113

4 .200 88 119

NFC East

-3.0

w L pa PF PA

St. Louis

3 1 .750 103 36

AFC East
W L pa PF PA

Last week:
at Denver
L, 13-3

W L pa PF PA

Philadelphia

4 1 .800 155 97

New England

4 1 .800 108 74

Dallas

2 2 .500 113 86

NY Jets

2 3 .400 96 132

NY Giants

2 2 .500 100 95

Buffalo

2 3 .400 77 105

Washington

2 3 .400 96 110

Miami

1 4 .200 61 91

Chicago Bears (5-0) at Arizona Cardinals (1-4)
The undefeated Bears are dominating the opposition so much that
Chicago fans are already preparing
for the "Super Bowl Shuffle, part
-10.5 II." The Cardinals are hoping Matt
Leinart can ignite the offense, but it
Last week:
vs. Buffalo
might be difficult with their strug40-7
gling offensive line.

TfcfenDI115
rrrrIPoCrispy
Chicken
Sandwich
■ ■ r

Last week:
vs. Kansas City
L, 23-20

■

1

•

Come Visit BI-LO for all your party needs!

FEED A FAMILY OF SIX FOR LESS THAN $12

Buy Two Freschetta
12" Pizzas for $11.98
Get these three items
FlftilWi WBSSBM MUSH WSB

WITH YOUR

REE! 1Er
FREE Fresh Express Salad Blends
7-12 oz. Select Varieties

FREE Pepsi 6 Pack
12 oz. Cans Assorted Varieties

FREE Mayfield Select Ice Cream

79

Natural Light-$55.
Pabst Blue Ribbon - $50.49
Killian's Red-$81."
Budweiser- $70.59
Bud Light- $70.59
Michelob- $70.59
Miller Light-$78.99

56 oz. Assorted Varieties
SAl/C
JP^k mm Baas

WITH YOUR

BONS^RD.

1 ■ wmJF S
limit One ti) Weal Paal P»r Shopping Trip. Offer Good thru October 17, 2006

BUY ONE
BET ONE

Campbell's
Chunky Chili

Batteredlish ,
Fillets, Tenders
or Sticks
10,6-19.2 oz.
Assorted Varieties

CHUNKY

I 16-19 02.
Assorted Varieties or j

Campbell's
Chunky Soup

UHUNKY

'Z

Hershey's,
Mars or Nestle
Treat Size Candy
10-12.5 oz.
Select Varieties

CHIl

18.6-19 02.
Assorted Varieties

Plus Deposit!

Northside Dr. East
BI-LO Mall

Brannen Street

Your EAGLEXPRESS Card And the Following Accepted at BI-LO

W\ VISA

liivus ^

34 Statesboro Mall
Northside Dr. East
Statesboro, GA

489-1465

OUR PICK
Wii to hit stores soon
Nintendo's next generation game
console, called Wii, is set to hit
stores soon. The official release
date Nov. 19. The system is going
to be priced at $250 and be reverse compatible with Gamecube
games.

CONCERT
Inthe'Bdro
French Quarter Cafe
Randall Bramblett
Fri.,Oct.13
Miles Ahead
Sat, Oct. 14
Dtngus Magees
PatBlanchard
Thur.,Oct.12
Lyonz
Fri.,0ct.13
Sat., Oct. 14
Dos Primos
Zach Deputy
Fri.,Oct.13
Dirty Uncle Bob
Sat, Oct. 14
Rum Runners

By Jeff Martin
Features editor

Token White
Fri.,Oct.13
Gunshy
Sat, Oct. 14
Retrievers
Dave Matthews cover
band
Thur.,Oct.12
High Cotton
Fri.,Oct.13'

WHAT IS NOW

PLAYING
Carmike Cinema 12
(912)489-4492

Employee of the Month
(1:30), (4:15), 7:30,9:30
Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning
(1:15), (3:20), (5:25),
(5:50),7:30, 7:55, 9:35,
10:00
The Departed ,
(1:00), (4:00),7:00,10:05
The Guardian
(1:00),(4:00),(4:45),7:00,

10:00
School for Scoundrels
(1:40), (4:00), 7:30,9:50
Open Season
(1:00), (3:05), (5:10)
7:20,9:25
Jackass: Number Two
(1:15).(3:20),(5:25),7:30,
9:35
All the King's Men
(1:05), (4:10), 7:1(
10:00
Flyboys
(4:10), 9:50
Gridiron Gang
(1:45), 7:05
Love's Abiding Joy
(1:00), (3:10), (5:20),
7:30, 9:40
Little Miss Sunshine
(1:45), (4:30), 7:30,
9:50

Don't walk under any ladders or let
any black cats cross your path Friday,
because the unluckiest day in the-year
has arrived. Friday the 13th is here once
again to terrorize us with superstitions
and hocus pocus. This year the dreaded
day occurs in the spookiest month of the
year: October.
This Friday the 13lh is the only one in:
2006, so it is extra ba<J luck unless you're
aparaskavedekatriaphobic. IncaseyOu're:
not familiar with the term, it mearis that
you have a unnaturalfearofFriday the 13jt \
This is not as uncommon as you might
think. In fact the Stress Management
Center and Phobia Institute in Asheville,
NC said that in the United States from
$800 to $900 million is lost by businesses
because people wont travel or go to work'
on Friday the 13th,
The day is supposedly so unlucky
because otChnstian superstitions. Friday
is the unluckiest dayof theweek in Christianity because of all the bad tilings that
seem to fall on Fridayvthe Crucifixion, the:
Great Flood, Eve tempting .Adam, or the .
confusion at the Tower of Babf

Theories about the number thirteen Finally, in Norse mythology there is a be executed, so not all fear of Friday's was
are similarly based for the most part on story about Loki, the god of mischief, unwarranted.
Fridaythe 13thisactuallyafairlymodChristianity. Judas Iscariot was saicSjj who crashed a dinner party to become
the thirteenth guest. ern invention as it was first mentioned as
have been the thir.„■
teenth guest at the Savannah Haunted Tours As a result, Balder the aday of badluckin'The New York Times'
Good, a favorite of the and the 'Los Angeles Times' in 1968 in
Last Supper, which
gods, was accidentally reference to a U.S. Senator who introduced
has made thirteen a
HauntingsTour
. thirteen bills on Friday the 13th.
disastrous number Ghosts in "America's Most Haunted City" killed.
Times: 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Superstition
K So, where do the superstitions about
for groups, be it guests
around this number black cats, broken mirrors and walking
sitting downto dinner
Saunter in Savannah
is so strong that many under ladders come from?
or thirteenpeople in
History, Architecture & Ironwork
buildings eliminate
Blackcatswere thought to be compana room.
Times: 10:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m.
their thirteenth floor ions to witches, and in early America the
;: There are also
and room number pilgrims would severely punish anyone
theories about the
Pirate's Walk
seen \vith a black cat.
thirteens.
number, thirteen:
Meets at Blackbeard's Booty at Lincoln
Some
historians
Mirrors were seen as mirrors into the
that date even furand River Streets.
actually suggest that soul, and if you broke one then your soul
ther back to ancient
Daily: April 1 to July 31
superstition about would be scattered for seven years.
Egyptian and Hindu
Sun. -Thurs.: Aug. 1 to March 31
2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m.
Friday and the numFinally, the superstition about walktraditions.as wellasin
ber thirteen are a ing under ladders comes from avoiding
Non.emythnlogy.The
Homemade Thunder
result of efforts by the the ladder beneath the gallows, where it Egyptians actually
Savannah
and the Civil War
Catholic church to is said evil men's souls were plummeting
" believed that thirteen:
Meets at 135 Bull Street
supress both women to hell.
was a lucky number
10:00 a.m.
and pagan religions.
For the most part, Friday the 13lh is
that symbolized the
In pagan tradi- a completely harmless day that we today
afterlife. When other
Source: www.hauntingfnour.com
tion, Friday was a day poke fun at or jokingly warn our loved
cultures took over the
of love, fertility and
ies against.
number it washatedas
So, don't let the unluckiest day of the
feminity. Friday was actually known as
a symbol of death.
In Hindu tradition it was tinteckyfor "Hangman's Day" in Ancient Rome, and year keep you indoors all day or you will
: a positively rotten day.
thirteen people to gather in one place. was.the day when the condemned would

Goth clothing a perfect fit for Friday the 13th
By Ashley Ferguson
Staff writer

In honor of tomorrow being Friday
the 13th, I decided to look at a "darker"
side of fashion. You tend to see people
d ressed in all black with heavy mascara
(including the men) and try to run the
other way. Well, things,change, and
:,thereis more to the gothic look than
black clothes.
Gothic, punk and "emo" trends derived fromthe same place: non-conformity. This is probably why most people
do not get it. One fine example of this
,:is a the store Hot Topic. The clothes in
Hot Topic all pertain to non-conformists. T-shirts with rock bands, Family
Guy, Nintendo, Boondock Saints, The
Boondocks, pirate references arid anime
characters line the walls. Since you

might not find anything like this in Wet shoes. You may have seen this on MTV's
Seal or Macy s - except the pirate refer- Video Music Awards (if anyone watched
ences ■• tire store has a loyal customer it). Hats are also a nice way to "pimp":;
base. For people who doht care what put an outfit. Women can get away
others thmk and find a shirt with the with it too.
Final Fantasy 7 menu on it awesome,
Now, ifanyone was pay i ~ ~
Hot Topic is a store to shop at ,
earlier I said that this style is aboutIn the higher echelons of fashion, non-conformity. Alas,mass-producing^
the Goth look is lurking in the corner, the clothes that fall into this trend is all t
not to make a large impact, but topop Ibout conforming to what the gods of%
up here and there without subtly. On fashion have put in the stores for us to
small scales, the goth/punk/emo trends buy. However, I can walk on this campus
are about non-conformity. In high-end in one day and see the same shirt on
fashion it's about massive drama and five different people, worn five different
presence.
ways, and see five different personalit ies;
Shoes with striking colors and individuality, customizing, owning the
embellishments, dresses that make a clothes and not letting them own you.
crowd do double-takes, hats that cause It is seen more inpunk trends than in
people to stare in wonder are examples anything else. So tomorrow, be a bit
of goth wear. Men should wear a suit frightening and dress differently than
with a very nice pair of chucks or skater normal I hope it will be a good scare.

Special photo
Gothic fashion would be a perfect
compliment to any Friday the 13th
attire.

Parenthesis denotes matinee

THE BOTTOM

LINE
ByNICKABNEY

Fall cleaning
Midterms have come and gone, and that trash

Make them proud they raised you.
Cleaning products aren't much, so it's not like

It's also a good idea because you can get a start

Clean up so your

on that spring cleaning because, let's face it, chances

parents don't think

can you live in is probably filthy. So why not clean it

they'll break the bank. There's no need for name-

are you probably won't be here on spring break to

you're a slob this

up? Plus, this weekend is parents'weekend, so tidy

brand products, so purchase the off-brands and save

straighten your room up. So get moving and get rid

weekend when they

up and make your space look like it's actually livable.

some cash.

of those moldy pizza smells.

stop in for a visit.

tickets on sale downtown nov
at pladd dot music • averitt center box offic

call 912.764.3230
Sponsors: Lovett Bennett, Jr. Attorney at Law • Braswell Foods • French Quarter
Cafe • Midtown Coffeehouse • Student Media @ GSU. Produced by Pladd Dot Music
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Tex-Mex Grill is a familyfine dining experience

^

By Jessica Emery
Staff writer

Statesboro has a new Mexican
restaurant in town. Colorado, the
Tex-Mex grill that opened up a month
ago, is not simply another Mexican
restaurant.
Colorado sets itself apart from the
neighboring El Sombrero, as well as
Dos Primos, by offering unique dishes
and an airy atmosphere.
On the outside, it appears to be
not much different than El Sombrero,
other than a more modern sign and
a different shade of neon.
On the inside, walls are painted
cream and adorned with Mexican
styled paintings.

Unlike traditional lighting fixtures, Colorado uses upside-down
straw baskets as lampshades, which
hang above the tables to create a soft
ambiance.
Colorado is comprised of two
rooms separated by a mosaic-inspired bar. '
One room is equipped with two
flat paneled televisions, the other
dedicated to families or the quieter
crowd.
Stereotypical music fills the air,
varying from romantic Mexican
to more upbeat, accordion infused
sounds.
When I sat down, a cheerful
waiter brought the flavorful green
salsa as well as the standard red

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF
ColoradoTex-Mexserves both unique southwestcuisineand classic Mexican
dishes like enchiladas and burritos.

salsa with chips to the table, leaving
me to ponder the many choices on
the menu.
I opted for the pescado limon, a
lemon seasoned fish fillet served with
traditional Mexican rice, steamed
vegetables, salad and a hearty amount
of sliced avocado. At nine dollars, it
was a filling meal with high quality
taste.
The waiter returned several times
to check on the table, asking how
everything was, in both English and
Spanish.
At the moment, Colorado is
mostlyfamily-orientedduetothelack
of alcohol. Waiter Carlos Gaspar said
they already have their liquor license
andhopefully will be serving alcohol
by next week.
With a variety of choices, Tex-Mex
and the classic wings and chicken fingers, there is ah option for everyone.
Prices range from $2.70 for queso,
which comes in both white and yellow
cheeses, to $20.99 for a parrillada, or
mixed platter.
Average prices are nine dollars for
a platter and between six and seven
dollars for entrees such as enchiladas
and burritos.
Unique dishes include stuffed
avocados and the relleno, which was
recommended by both Gaspar as well
as Enrique Galicia, the restaurant's
owner. Galicia praised the dish, and
said it is one of the many differences
that set it apart from other Mexican
restaurants.
"Relleno" is a chicken breast

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF
James Vinson and Alex Hazuda get served their stuffed chicken jalapenos by Victor Lozada at ColoradoTex-Mex.

that is stuffed with shrimp, with
mushrooms, fresh jalapenos and a
parmesan and spinach salsa on top,"
said Galicia.
Galicia also described other differences, such as the two kinds of
queso, as well as the green salsa given
alongside the typical salsa and chips
when dining in.
The green salsa has a distinctive
flavor due to the mix of avocados,

green tomatoes and cilantro.
Dinner is not the only thing on the
menu. Colorado offers lunch specials
during the hours of 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Monday through Sunday.
Kid's plates are also offered,
including Tex-Mex dishes as well as

chicken fingers.
A la Carte and dessert such as
fried ice cream and chimichanga
cheesecake is also available.
With such a diverse menu, lunch
specials and a wide expanse of dessert
dishes, anyone's tastes can be met.

WrJWgg

Colorado Tex-Mex Grill

■ ^

Crispy
Sand

Location: 102 Branrtert Street

Phone:912-489-4596
Grade-3 of 5 "AnAnAn

One Bedroom Townhomes

Two Bedroom Townhomes

(650 sq.ft.)

(1300 sq.ft.)

"U

J
13" Cr* !« W $'

MVIfM ROOM
!«' 6" * 16- T

Fn

■

One Level Unit

JM

Second

First

Three Bedroom Townhomes

Four Bedroom Townhomes

(2,000 sq. ft.)

(2,000 sq.ft.)

IT
S£ ROOM #1

MMMMMIK

iz

a |

-I

COMMON AMA

■

Lower

Entry

Third

Lower

Entry

Third

Amenities
• Private bath
• Extra guest bath
• Walk-in closet
• Washer/Dryer

• Free Internet
• Free Cable
• Clubhouse

(912)681-8307 FAX: (912) 871-3721
Located behind Sonny's on the Hwy.67 By-pass

• Pool
• Fitness Room
• Game Room

• Units available
furnished with
Ashley and
Basset furniture

Offices Hours - 9am-6pm/ Monday - Friday
www.CopperBeechTownhomes.com
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There is no 'brightside for The Killers' new album
By Edgar Fernandez
Staff writer

When I heard "The Killers" first
single titled, "Somebody Told Me," I
never anticipated that a band with
such a confusing and ludicrous song
would achieve such an amount of
fame and recognition as they now
have.
However, all that changed with
their second single, "Mr. Brightside,"
with a music video featuring beautiful dancers, nice choreography and
singer Brandon Flowers with eyeliner. Oh, and the song was pretty
good too.
After becoming pop's latest sensation, The Killers try to maintain their
status with their second album, "Sam's
Town," which sadly follows the pattern of most sophomore albums.
The band has given the new wave
and synth rock sounds of the eighties
a fresh approach, that is fitting for

the present decade. Synthesizers,
keyboards and distortions are present
in "Sam's Town," yet it seems that the
band has lost some of its originality.
That and the fact that singer Brandon Flowers described the album as
"one of the best albums in the past
twenty years," adds to my disappointed with the outcome.
The most obvious flaw is that the
album lacks another hit like "Mr.
Brightside."
Most of the songs are executed
well in my opinion, but "Mr. Brightside" seemed like it was a proverbial
diamond, above all of the other songs
in The Killers first album. The songs
in "Sam's Town" are nothing more
than cubic zirconia. But even with
all this critique, most songs are worth
a listen.
The first single, "When you were
Young," and "Sam's Town" are two of
the best songs on the album. Both
have an up-beat, catchy quality.

Another song, "Bones," has the
funniest sound (in a good way), with
a great variety of rhythms. Also, I
can't wait for the music video of this
song, which will be directed by Tim
Burton.
"This River is Wild" and "Bling
(Confessions of a King)" also have
a good quality, yet they just are not
as good as the songs previously
mentioned.
Sadly songs like "Uncle Johnny"
and "My List" were used often in
the album, but were too boring and
uneventful.
Lastly, "Enterlude" and "Exitlude"
seemed to be there just to fill up
some space.
The album is a good buy, as long as
it'snottakenasseriouslyasTheKillers
do. In fact, nobody should take The
Killers as seriously as they do.
The band is just one of the many
pop bands that produces fun songs
that are easy to listen too, although

they do it better than most artists on
the mainstream pop charts.
Overall, "Sam's Town" is a nice effort by the band, one that has certainly
paid-offwith its selling numbers. But
to earn the title of one of the best
albums in the past twenty years? I
would certainly beg to differ.
'Sam'sTown'
The Killers
Label: Island
Released: Oct. 3,2006
Number of Songs: 12
Artists: Brandon Flowers, Dave
Keuning, Mark Stoermer and
Ronnie Vanmucci, Jr.
Prices:
samgopdy.com - $12.99
bestbuy.com - $9.99
bamesandnoble.com - $12.58
Grade»3 of 5; ^ A A/^"^

Special photo
The Killers new album is nowhere near as good as their first album was.

Twins enjoy their Italian Pekingese dog
By Alena Parker
Staff writer

Giuseppe is Italian for Joseph
and his love of pizza makes him a
real Italian. No matter that he is
a tan Pekingese dog who lives in
Statesboro with his owners Zach and
Caitlin Sines.
The twins added Giuseppe to their
house in April when he was given as
a present to Caitlin. As roommates
in their apartment, Zach helps take
care of him.
Neither Zach nor Caitlin are
new to being pet owners. They have
had other dogs, fish, hamsters and
a bunny.
Perhaps what has helped the three
connect so well is Giuseppe's similar
love for animals. He has his own pet
frog, a stuffed toy that he likes to play
with and take to sleep.
He also supports the Georgia
Southern Eagles by wearing a bona
fide GSU collar.
The pup is currently undergoing
cage training. He is learning to wait
until Zach or Caitlin comes home
to be taken outside for a bathroom
break.
"It's going well," said Caitlin.

If s. salsa time

excited he will roll around on the
floor. Giuseppe knows he needs his
leash to go outside, but sometimes
he is too impatient to have someone
put it on.
"He's a happy dog, but spoiled
rotten," said Caitlin.
To complete his preferential
treatment is Giuseppe's sleep
schedule. "He sleeps 14 hours a
day," said Zach.
Both agree that the most difficult aspect of owning a pet is the
finances. To keep a dog in their
apartment they had to pay an additional deposit to cover possible
damages, but Zach is sure they will
getthedepositback. Giuseppedoes
not cause any trouble.
But he does demands a lot of attention. "He can be a brat when I'm
trying to study," said Caitlin.
But the twins would not trade
in the experience of having Giuseppe.
Zach feels the most reward
Jamie Tuten/ STAFF
from "the responsibility of raising
Junior information systems majorZachSineand junior writing and linguistics
something."
major Caitlin Sines pose with their Pekingese Guiseppe.
"He's always here. So I have a
Giuseppe enjoys playing in the is "floored" when it comes time for
friend," said Caitlin. The two can
apartment complex's volleyball court. his walks.
look past having to split their pizza
He likes to play in the sand and he
Zach explained how he can get so three ways.

Tao Ventre/STAFF
Kayla Crockett and Lee Buncombe practice salsa dancing in preparation
for tonight's dance. The dance is at 7 p.m. in the Russell Union Ballroom.
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Express Bowl
- Chicken Bowl
- Shrimp Bowl
- Steak Bowl

Jr. $2.99
Jr. $3.95
Jr. $4.95

$4.50
$5.50
$6.95

Nikko Bento
Super Health Combo I
Super Health Combo I

Express Bowl Combo
$5.95
- Chicken Bowl Combo
Jr. $4.50
- Shrimp Bowl Combo
Jr. $5.50
$6.95
- Steak Bowl Combo
Jr. $5.95
$7.95
(All combos served with drink, rice,
choice of salad, vegetable or extra rice)

\

Fri-Sat iKini- ion

rf^?inhardt ^jr

Call for more info

912.839.2458

www.meinhardtvineyards.conx

Open All Day Everyday 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Dine In, Take Out or DRIVE-THR U!

•The Store @ 'Akins 'To,
''French Quarter Cafe
'The Country Store
''Midtown Wine Cellar

PRESS
Maki SUSHI Combo
12j3ieces
- Vegetable Combo $3.50
- California Comob $4.95
- GSU Combo
$4.95

2 Locations
Nikko Steakhouse
Nikko Express
609 Brannen Street
701 Peidmont Loop
489-4007
(Buckhead Plaza)
We accept Eagle Express!
489-4003

Tire, Alignment
& Exhaust Center

UOilH>hange Special !
Includes up to
5 qts. of Castrol

612 S. Zetterower Avenue

489-4444

5W20,5W30,
10W30,or20W50

www.expresstuneandlube.com
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 6:30pm

$1995:

Price applies to most vehicles. Expires 12/31/06

Located a half block north of Wendy's.

Best in Boro 4 years & Best Sushi 11th Hours Readers Choice

Grooming Special

iCenter^ w™
|I Wow Of>en
609 Brannen Street
(next to Verizon)

: Statesboro, GA

Coming soon:
www. boropets. com

Appointment or Walk-ins
Tues.-Sat: Come see Elizabeth
Sun.-Mon.:
Under 25 lbs. - $5
Over 25 lbs. - $10
Prices include: bath, brush out, fragance,
nails trimmed and ears cleaned
Mon.-Sat. 8-7 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

489-7388

Southern Palace
The Best Chinese Cuisine in Statesboro
www.southernpalace.com
Fresh, Healthy, and Tasty

Special Student Carry out Menu

100% Vegetable oil, No M.S.G.

(912) 489-8813

Dine-in, Carry out, Catering, Group party

(912) 764-5536

602 Brannen Street, Suite 9, Statesboro, GA 30458. (Next to Dollar General, behind Jiffy Lube)

